
 
Public Energy in Calgary:  
Highlights from High Performance Rodeo  

This year High Performance Rodeo, Calgary’s international festival 
of the arts organized by One Yellow Rabbit theatre company, 
celebrates it’s 31st season. On behalf of Public Energy I have had the 
pleasure of attending this year’s festival thanks to support from a 
Canada Council travel grant for arts presenters. I bring you some 
reflective and interpretive writings on three of the most engaging 

performances I had the opportunity to experience.  Each of these performances changed 
something in me, shifting how I see and understand the role of performance in our lives.  

#Boxtape 
L’Equipe Boxtape, USA  

I’m sitting drinking a cold beet drink through a handcrafted turquoise paper straw, watching a 
man in a tweed jacket patiently explain to a glammed up reporter as to why two young man are 
climbing through an ad hoc jungle gym of clear packing tape, as slick heeled, suit jacketed 
bankers strut quickly by. 



Set in Calgary’s the aptly named Bankers Hall, #Boxtape is a performance installation featured 
as a part of the city’s beloved yearly High Performance Rodeo festival. What is shocking is what 
little of an impact this massive installation seems to be having. Bankers glance upwards, and 
barely slow their step. Nobody stops. 

Admittedly #Boxtape is quite spectacular. The installation is a spider’s web of clear packing tape 
sprawling through the covered pedestrian overpass above Calgary’s 8th avenue. The artists break 
to grab some food and then climb back up to eat their lunches in the clear pod-like cocoons of 
their web. Some people stop to snap a quick photo then scurry away, but most walk right on by. 
Finally two women stop to talk to the artists.  

#Boxtape seems to easily hold the weight of artists Peter Trosztmer and Jeremy Gordaneer as 
they crawl about in it. The suspended net-like mess simultaneously highlights the strength of the 
web, and the weakness of a single piece of tape.  

On the second level of the atrium/walkway overlooking the installation people talk and point, 
emboldened by their safe distance from the art. Why are passersby so tentative?  Are people 
curious? Just shy? Awkward?  Uncomfortable?  

Maybe these cautious passersby are symptomatic of Canadian art audiences, a combination of 
curiosity, apathy and a nervousness to get too close. I go up to talk to the two young men. They 
invite me into #Boxtape so I climb in, and up. They explain that everyone is invited in. That over 
the weekend it was crawling with people but very few people during the week – work crowd- 
climb in.  I crawl up, my heels catching on the tape. We find ourselves up in the air, suspended 
above the bankers and shoppers and downtown Tuesday hustle – floating- supported only by 
strand upon strand of clear packing tape. Everything looks different from up here. We talk about 



where #Boxtape has been, (Canada, Europe), and where it’s headed.  We talk about art reception, 
accessibility, each of us swaying slightly in the web of tape, and the installation transforms in my 
mind. I take deep breaths. Relax. Suspended in the sunlight. Above the crowd everything shifts 
for me. I leave my theories on disinterest and apathy on the ground once again return to the 
belief that art, if you engage, always has the ability to transform, only everything hinges on that 
tiny if. 

A Note from Artistic Producer Bill Kimball:  
Peterborough audiences may recall that the creators of #Boxtape, Peter Trosztmer and Jeremy 
Gordaneer, were in the city for a residency in September, 2013 to present Peter's dance 
work Eesti: Myths and Machines. They enjoyed their time here so well that they returned for a 
visit one day in July of 2014, when they were traveling around the country looking for spaces in 
which to experiment on their new ideas around making sculptures/performances out of packing 
tape. Public Energy found a space for them at the Mount Community Centre, which just a few 
months earlier had hosted PE's art festival, Erring on the Mount.  

Landline: Calgary to St. John’s  
XOSECRET (Secret Theatre) Halifax, NS  
Text messaging with a stranger on the other side of Canada, seems an unlikely premise for a 
performance but it is a key component of what Landline proposes.  

After getting suited up with an ipod audio guide, a map, and given the number of a stranger in St. 
John’s, I stumble out of Calgary’s Arts Commons and into the afternoon sun. 



Listening to the audio track, I wander through Calgary’s downtown maze, lost in a sea of 
pedestrian overpasses and urban parks trailed, at various points, by a flock of Canada geese.  

The audio guide is a woman’s voice encouraging me to look at my surroundings, guiding me 
through a series of exercise asking me to respond to various landmarks. My audio guide asks me 
to describe what I’m looking and text it to my scene partner – then to introduce myself.  

I am now texting with Tony, age 60, who lives in St. John’s and is currently on the exact same 
audio and ambulatory journey I’m on. I tell text Tony a bit about myself. And then it happens. 
Tony texts back – he’s from Peterborough. And there it is - connection. From then on my frozen 
thumbs can’t work fast enough. Tony and I walk through our frozen cities together, Calgary’s 
sunny sky scrappers and St. John’s evening alleyways, sharing all kinds of things.  

The audio asks us to find a place in our surroundings which reminds us of a time of great change 
in our lives.  Standing on a frozen concrete overpass, I text Tony about the recent death of my 
mom and he tells me about long ago the death of his wife.  

I’m lost, stumbling through Calgary, I city I don’t know, completely connected to a 60 year old 
man named Tony on the other side of the country, who sends me an lol when I tell him about the 
geese that are still following me. 



Landline is a revealing experience in every sense. It shows us how quickly we can divulge 
ourselves. It exposes texting as an intensely personal mode of communication, and our cell 
phones as a physical extension of ourselves. Landline reveals the intimacy of anonymity; I am 
surprised by how quick I am to reveal my basic truths to a stranger. Really text messaging is a 
new mode in a long history of human communication, which has no parallel, no precedent.  

Speaking to one of the creators, Adrienne Wong afterwards, she shares some kismet moments 
pairs have found throughout the run. Landline asks us – what does it take to connect us? What 
are we looking for in a piece of art?  

Finally Landline reveals something that all artwork needs to thrive - time and space, and 
someone on the other end of the line. Landline proves that we can feel completely alone and 
totally connected simultaneously - a metaphor for the modern age.  

By Heart  
Teatro National D.Maria II, Portugal  

By Heart is Tiago Rodrigues’ masterpiece. I have never seen audience participation used in 
theatre more effectively, or with more charm or humility. We sit and watch Rodrigues sitting on a 
stool in a semi-circle of ten chairs on an empty stage. Soon these chairs will be filled with ten 
eager audience members who will agree to take part in the premise of By Heart, which is to learn 
a poem – of Rodrigues’ choosing – by heart.  

Watching people struggle to memorize and recite a poem aloud, for others, makes surprisingly 
good theatre. They are at once excited, embarrassed, vulnerable and frustrated. In reality, the 
heart of the performance is not this communal effort, but a series of stories shared with us by 
Rodrigues’ throughout By Heart. With incredible charm he delights us with stories from history 



and literature of what learning something ‘by heart’ truly means. Rodrigues uses examples of 
political resistance – and proves that everything about a human being can be conquered, but what 
one knows by heart can never be taken away. With a pile of books in the centre of the stage he 
goes through example after example, culminating in the story of his Portuguese grandmother 
Candida, an avid reader, who when told she going blind, asked her beloved grandson to choose a 
book for her to memorize – by heart. 

Memorizing poetry by heart is brining a work of art inside of us, Rodrigues tells us, holding it 
there, and what greater tribute could we pay an artist? In between Rodrigues’ anecdotes this ad 
hoc group of audience members - turned performers - sets out to memorize, through incredible 
bouts of repetition and choral speaking, all 14 lines of Shakespeare’s sonnet number 30.  

Several things begin to happen. I start to hear and appreciate Shakespeare’s complex language 
more and more with every repetition. I soon feel immense empathy for these strangers, sitting 
onstage, foreheads furrowed, stumbling through the Bard’s archaic language. Most surprisingly 
of all, I start to learn the poem myself. I can’t help but mouth the words as they repeat them 
onstage: When to the sessions of sweet silent thought, I summon up remembrance of things 
past… I look around and the entire audience is mouthing along, and I realize this is the art at 
work, the power to affect, to forever alter the inner architecture of ones psyche, to something by 
heart.


